450  AN  INTRODUCTION  TO   CHILD  STUDY
Kirkpatrick has described these years as the period of
''competitive socialization." This term calls attention to the
keen competitive spirit and the growth in co-operation and
group spirit that is being gradually developed but does not
gain prominence in this period. The term "Big Injun"
age, also used to describe this period, calls attention to the
delight which many children of these ages show in campfires,
scouting, hunting, and other primitive activities.
HANDWRITING
Handwriting no longer is revered as an art; it is primarily
a means of communication.12 Increasingly, its place is being
usurped by the typewriter with obviously good results. In
the elementary schools the typewriter appears to be a valu-
able educational instrument which children enjoy using.
Handwriting, however, is still far from being obsolete. It is
used in many business firms and in large numbers of per-
sonal notes. It has not declined to a point where legible
and fairly rapid handwriting is not needed at times by many
persons.
How well should letters to friends be written? Actually,
they are not very well written. In one study 13 the hand-
writing used by adults in social correspondence was found
to be, on the average, not higher than quality No. 50 on the
Ayres Measuring Scale (see copy of part of scale on page
341). Housekeepers* handwriting was of this average qual-
ity. Elementary school teachers* writing was better than this
average. The handwriting of clergymen's and physicians'
letters was the poorest, being about quality 35, which is
the average quality of the handwriting of second-grade chil-
dren. Eighty-five per cent of the judges considered quality
60 adequate for social correspondence.
In commercial writing a higher quality was found.   Ac-
is Norton and Norton, op. cit., pp. 2-15-271.
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